Chapter 16: Sensation

	Conscious or subconscious awareness of stimuli

Spinal Cord Reflexes
	impulses processed by spinal cord
that you are aware of it 
	Brain Stem 
	if interpreted in brain stem - not aware 
e.g.:  heart rate, respiratory, blood pressure, swallowing, coughing
	Thalamus
	crude recognition of stimulus
vague awareness
	Cerebral Cortex
	Precise interpretation of sensory information
	What and where stimulus is 
	Perception
	Occurs in the cerebral cortex
Conscious awareness and interpretation of sensation
e.g., tell difference between hearing and seeing something
	Modality
	Quality that makes one sensation different from another
Any given sensory neuron carries one modality
	e.g., eye only reacts to light (rule of thumb)
	Any given sensory neuron terminates in a specific CNS region
	Where it terminates determines the sensation
	Sight-occipital lobe
Sound- temporal lobe
	4 events for sensation to occur
	stimulation
transduction (graded potential)
	Impulse generation on sensory neuron (action potential)
Integration-occurs in the CNS

2 classes of senses
Special senses
	Smell, vision, taste, hearing and equilibrium
	General senses
	Somatic senses- tactile, thermal, pain 
Visceral senses- internal organs

Sensory Receptors
Selectively respond to only one kind of stimuli
Have simple or complex structures
	Somatic Receptors
	Some structural specialization in receptors for touch, pressure and vibration
	Simple Receptors
	No structural specializations in free nerve endings that provide us with pain, tickle, itch, and temperature
	Special Sensory Receptors
	Very complex structures- vision, hearing , taste, and smell
Classification by Location
Exteroceptors
	Near surface of body
Receive external stimuli
Hearing, vision, smell, taste, touch, pressure, pain, virbration, and temperature
	Interoceptors
	Monitors internal environment (blood vessels or viscera)
Not conscious except for pain and pressure
	Proprioceptors
	Muscle, tendon, joint and internal ear
Senses body position and movement

Classification by Stimuli Detected
Mechanoreceptors detect pressure or stretch
Thermoreceptors detect temperature
Nociceptors detect damage to tissue (pain)
Photoreceptors detect light
Chemoreceptors detect molecules
	Taste, smell, and changes in body fluid chemistry
Monitors H+, CO2, O2
	Baroreceptors detects blood pressure

Adaptation of Sensory Receptors
Change in sensitivity to long-lasting stimuli
	Decrease in responsiveness of a receptor
	Bad smells disappear
Very hot water starts to feel only warm
	Does not occur in sensations essential for survival
	Receptors vary in their ability to adapt
	Rapidly adapting receptors (smell, pressure, touch)
	Adapt quickly; specialized for signaling stimulus changes
	Slowly adapting receptors (pain, pressure, touch)
	Continuation of nerve impulses as long as stimulus persists

Somatic Tactile Sensations
Touch
	Crude (know something touched you)
Discriminative touch (know what and where)
	Pressure
	Sustained sensation over a large area
	Vibration
	Rapidly repetitive sensory signals
	Itching
	Chemical stimulation of free nerve endings
	Tickle
	Stimulation of free nerve endings only by someone else





Components:
Meissner’s Corpuscle
	Dendrites enclosed in Connective Tissue of the dermal papillae
Discriminative touch and vibration (rapidly adapting)
Generate impulses mainly at onset of touch
	Hair Root Plexus
	Free nerve endings found around follicles, detects movement of hair
Merkel’s Disc
Flattened dendrites touching cells of stratum basale
Used in discriminative touch (25% of receptors in hands)
	Ruffini Corpuscle
	Found in deep dermis of skin
Detect heavy touch, continuous touch, and pressure
	Pacinian corpuscle
	Onion-like connective tissue capsule enclosing a dendrite
Found in subcutaneous tissues and certain viscera
Sensations of pressure or high-frequency vibration
Pain Sensations
Nociceptors (pain receptors)
Free nerve endings found in every tissue of the body except the brain
Stimulated by excessive distension, muscle spasm, and inadequate blood flow
Tissue injury releases chemicals that stimulate nociceptors
Little adaptation occurs

Types of Pain
Fast pain (acute)
	Occurs rapidly after stimuli (.1 second)
Sharp pain like a needle puncture or cut
Not felt in deeper tissues
	Slow pain (chronic)
	Begins more slowly and increases in intensity
In both superficial and deeper tisues
	Referred Pain
	Pain is felt somewhere else than origin (heart attack)
	Phantom Pain
	Amputation

Propricoeptive Sensation
Awareness of body position and movement
	Walk or type without looking
Estimate weight of objects
	Proprioceptors adapt only slightly
Sensory information is sent to cerebellum and cerebral cortex
	From muscle, tendon, joint capsules, and hair cells in the vestibular apparatus

Muscle Spindles
In muscle
Anchored to connective tissue of skeletal muscle
Monitors muscle stretch sending sensory information back to the CNS (cerebrum & cerebellum)

Golgi Tendon Organs
Found at junction of tendon and muscle
Capsules of connective tissue laced with sensory fibers
Monitors tension applied to tendon
Prevents excess tension

Other Proprioceptors
Joint Receptor
	Found in joint capsules
Monitors stress on a joint
	Hair cells
	Inner ear
Helps maintain balance

Somatic Sensory pathways
Pathways from receptors to cerebral cortex
3 neuron sets
	first-order neurons
	conduct impulses to brainstem or spinal cord
	second-order neurons
	conducts impulses from spinal cord or brainstem to thalamus
	third-order neurons
	conducts impulses from thalamus to primary somatosensory cortex (postcentral gyrus of parietal lobe)

